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Famed Iranian sculptor Parviz Tanavoli said yes-
terday he has been barred from leaving the
country without explanation while trying to

travel to Britain. Authorities confiscated the artist’s
passport early Saturday morning while he tried to
board a flight out of Tehran’s Imam Khomeini
International Airport. He had been scheduled to give
lectures at the British Museum and Asia House in
London.

Tanavoli told The Associated Press that he does
not know why he was prevented from leaving.
Immigration authorities directed him to the coun-
try’s main passport office, but he came back empty-
handed after spending several hours there. “They
said absolutely there is nothing we can do,” the 79-
year-old artist said. “They tell me it’s not political but
they don’t tell me what it is.” Iranian officials could
not immediately be reached for comment.

One of Iran’s best-known living artists, Tanavoli is

associated with the Saqqakhaneh artistic move-
ment, which began in the 1960s and draws on tradi-
tional Persian and Shiite folk themes. His bronze
work “The Wall” (“Oh, Persepolis”) fetched $2.84 mil-
lion at a 2008 Dubai auction, then a record price for
a Middle East artist. He travels twice a year between
Canada and Iran, and frequently pays visits to
Europe and elsewhere without problems, he said. In
February last year, he was in the Boston area for his
first solo retrospective in the US.

Despite his international acclaim, Tanavoli has
faced difficulties with Iranian authorities before.
Authorities confiscated 57 pieces of his artwork
more than a decade ago. 

He eventually got 11 back following a court rul-
ing two years ago, only to have them taken away
again weeks later. He is still fighting in the courts to
get the artwork back, but said he does not believe
that is why he was stopped from leaving Saturday.

“I have followed the rules, I haven’t done anything
illegal,” he said. “I didn’t have any hints I did any-
thing wrong.”

He plans to continue pursuing his work while he
tries to get his passport back, including preparing
for a major exhibition at Tehran’s Museum of
Contemporary Art next year. Several artists, poets,
journalists and activists have been detained in Iran
since the government of relative moderate President
Hassan Rouhani reached a nuclear deal with world
powers last year. The crackdown is widely seen as
the work of hard-line elements within the judiciary
and security services who oppose loosening limits
on social freedoms and Rouhani’s strategy of pursu-
ing greater openness to the wider world. In one of
the most recent incidents, police in May arrested
eight people for “un-Islamic acts,” including female
models posting images of themselves without their
hair covered online. — AP

Iranian sculptor Tanavoli blocked  from leaving the country

In this Feb 9, 2015 file photo, Iranian artist Parviz
Tanavoli stands near one of his sculptures called
“Heech on Chair” at the Davis Museum on the cam-
pus of Wellesley College in Wellesley, Mass. — AP

Munwar Ali Syed (center), an art teacher briefs the students of a project at the Visual Arts Department of Karachi
University in Karachi. — AFP photos

Hadiqa Asif (left), a third-year student at the Visual Arts department of Karachi University, works on a thatched art
piece at a workshop in Karachi.

Mohammad Ali, a young Pakistani artist gestures towards his paintings at his studio in Karachi. Pakistani Mohammad Ismail, a physically challenged artist arrives by wheelchair at the Visual Art department of
Karachi University.

Mohammad Ali sits before a painting of a
semi-naked man and declares his work
has never been censored in conserva-

tive Muslim Pakistan, where an artistic vanguard
are challenging taboos in the chaotic city of
Karachi. “I have done some pretty bold and risky
works but luckily I did not face any,” says the 27-
year-old, a rising star who paints figurative, con-
temporary images exploring gender, politics and
sex.

Ali has a theory about why, in a developing
country where women are traditionally veiled
and even unproven allegations of blasphemy
can stir mob violence, he has been so free.
“People, a lot of them don’t have access to even a
decent meal and if they are starving you cannot
make them interested in art instead of food,” he
says.  Pakistan remains deeply bound to strict
religious norms, though art bursts from unex-
pected places, such as the acid-trip trucks wild
with bells and bright, elaborate images that tra-
verse the country. But in recent years Karachi’s
concrete sprawl has become home to a rush of
galleries and dealerships bullish on the country’s
art market as a new generation challenges con-
straints that date back to the Islamisation of the
1980s.

In the port city’s trendy Canvass Gallery, own-

er Sameera Raja takes AFP on a tour of the nude
and homosexual art on display.  “These are not
the things which are taboos in our society, at
least not in the art-related population,” she says.
“Having said that, it doesn’t that mean I am
going to socially risk the artist by putting it up on
a the public platform. Absolutely not,” she swiftly
adds.

Public exposure 
Raja is all too aware that, despite the confi-

dence of artists such as Ali whose paintings have
so far been confined to galleries and private
spaces-such art only finds safe haven in show-
rooms like hers and in the bedrooms of the
Pakistani elite. Her caution is echoed by other
artists, such as third-year visual arts student
Hadiqa Asif at Karachi University.  “If we want to
make a sculpture so we must be aware that it
should not cause any harm to the society,” she
says, chiselling at a piece of wood. Some artists
point to the Islamisation of Pakistan by military
dictator Zia ul-Haq in the 1980s as a ground zero
of sorts for conservative taboos, and other forms
of art that flourished because of them, such as
calligraphy.

“During the regime of Zia ul-Haq there was
much noise of imposition of Islamic government

in the country,” prominent Pakistani artist
Mashkoor Raza, famous for his abstract images
of women and horses, recalls. “Our seniors would
draw nudes, but fearing their arrest they started
calligraphy of the religious verses and Sufi poet-
ry.” He said he found himself unable to earn a liv-
ing, and worked in a textile mill as a designer for
nearly a decade, using his savings to buy brush-
es, paints and canvas. But Zia was assassinated in
1988, and the 1990s saw galleries and art shops
mushroom in urban centers like Karachi.

“After the 90s, I became the owner of my own
home, car and whatnot,” says Raza, who now
lives in a posh neighborhood fanned by the city’s
sea breezes. Estimates by gallery owners and art
critics put the number of galleries, framers and
dealers in Karachi alone in the hundreds.  “They
are growing exponentially, it’s a huge market, I
think,” comments Raja the gallery owner. 

No nudes are good nudes? 
This fresh dynamism is having a potent effect,

argues Munwar Ali Syed, an art professor at the
state-run Karachi University. “Of course, we are
very cautious here to censor human body parts,”
he says. “There are some limitations.” But the
squeezing of liberal thought does not stifle cre-
ativity, he claims rather it spurs his students in

new directions. “When you realize that there are
some limits and boundaries which you can  not
cross, you work more creatively,” he says, citing a
sculptor named Mohammad Ismail. 

Eight years ago, Ismail fell from the second
storey of a building where he was supervising
construction and broke his back, leaving him
confined him to a wheelchair for life. Now the 35-
year-old crafts twisted, skeletal sculptures from
metal. “My own skeleton got distorted so I focus
on it,” he tells AFP, seated next to a worktable as
he puts the finishing touches on a new piece. “I
searched the intricacies of the skeleton, I drew
my strength from it and I tried to support myself

through this.” Despite the shift and the brimming
confidence of artists like Mohammad Ali, change,
already decades in the making, remains slow.  

For many sex-contrary to the received wis-
dom-still doesn’t sell. “I don’t think that there is a

room for the nude in Pakistan other than what
an artist makes privately for themselves,” Durriya
Kazi, head of the visual arts department at
Karachi University, told AFP.  “I don’t think it is rel-
evant to our society.” — AFP

Taboo or not taboo? 
Artists expose naked truths in Pakistan

Pakistani Mohammad Ismail, a physically challenged artist works on a
metallic structure at the Visual Art department.

Mohammad Ali, a young Pakistani artist paints an image at his studio in
Karachi.

Mashkoor Raza, a prominent Pakistani artist works at his studio in Karachi.

Durriya Kazi, head of the Visual Arts
Department of Karachi University, speaks
during an interview with AFP.

Hadiqa Asif, a third-year student at the
Visual Arts department of Karachi
University, works on a sculpture at her
workshop in Karachi.


